
 NOW HIRING: 

landscape 
designer 

ABOUT YOU: 
CREATIVE, mindful and detail-oriented Landscape Designer with minimum two years’ experience. 
Software-savvy ENVIRONMENTAL THINKER looking for an innovative role to create sustainable 
landscapes that enhance the people-plant connection. Extensive knowledge of woody, herbaceous 
perennial and annual plants is a strict requirement. 

ABOUT THIS POSITION: 
A full-time seasonal position to use creative elements and natural beauty to produce harmonious, 
aesthetically-pleasing and sustainable landscape/garden designs. Key considerations for design are 
functionality, ecological impact and profitability. Experience designing plant guilds is a strong 
differentiator. Work with clients to turn dreams into reality. Shares in our collective vision to create 
edible gardens, pollinator-friendly habitats and embraces sustainable gardening practices.  
Primary duties are client communications, strategic design, collaboration with installation team, 
administrative functions and field support. 

BENEFITS: 
· Workshops & training in horticulture & organizational development 
· Annual education allowance & health insurance reimbursement 
· Paid holidays & vacation; personal days upon request 
· IRA, production bonuses & commissions based on eligibility 
· Company provided uniforms & surplus plant stock when available 

ABOUT US: 
Heidi’s Lifestyle Gardens has been beautifying gardens, homes and landscapes since 1979. We are a 
family business that cultivates an energetic and detail-oriented team of garden professionals that love 
what they do. Our core values include a passion for horticulture, ambition, dedication, teamwork, caring, 
positivity and flexibility. As environmental stewards, we strive to be on the forefront of the green 
industry by providing sustainable services and aligning with like-minded groups and individuals. We 
continuously adapt our practices in order to create beautiful and unique greenscapes while being mindful 
of our ecological impact and strategic future growth. 

 

For more information or details please contact info@BloomOnMN.com or call 763-475-4960 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
※  Enhance Your Life ※ Inspire Your Spirit ※ 
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